
Laying down stepping stones

stone pebbleEXPO



Stone pebble STRONG OF CHARACTER

CLASSICALLY MODERN
DESIGN ORIENTED

STYLISH
EXPRESSIVE

smooth and seamless

reduces ambient noise

resistant and long-lasting

scratch-resistant

anti-static

low-maintenance

slip-resistant

heavily loadable

clear and strong

NATURAL 
MATERIAL

The natural stones of our EXPOstone pebble have been shaped, almost 

rounded off by nature over millions of years. Cleverly combined with other 

natural materials, cast in epoxy, they form smooth walkways and seamless 

surfaces in private or commercial areas.



K 1011 2-3mm grey aluminium brilliance

Stone pebble VERSATILE | FLOORING SERVICES

Our EXPOMOBIL flooring experts install floors all over Germany, Europe, and even worldwide. Our team of professionals 

is readily available from planning to installation, to offer you the competencies required for your perfect flooring 

project, cost-efficient and flexible.

COLOUR
big choice in colours

almost all colour requests and RAL colours possible

DIMENSIONS
from big to small

assorted pebble stones from fine to coarse

SURFACE
matt or shiny

open-pored or closed surface for easier maintenance



H 1007 5 - 8mm + 8 - 16mm nature A 1003 2-3 mm saffron

M 1007 8-14 mm gravel black

C 600 4-6 mm signal red

I 1017 2-3 mm gold

K1013 8-14 mm gravel grey  J 1008 8-16 mm marble white I 1009 2-3 mm pearl copper

Natural stones cast in epoxy cover floors like a carpet, coating exceptional shapes just as well. Long-lasting and durable, EXPOstone pebble accentuates 

walkways and surfaces in offices, shops, show rooms, and living areas. The large-scale, seamless, and smooth surfaces are available in almost every colour 

and granulation, in matt and shiny.

Fire behaviour: Bfl s1 | Slip resistance: R10-R13 | Granulation: 1-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-8 mm. Marble design only in granulation: 2-4, 3-4, 4-6, 6-8 mm. Special sizes 

on request. We will happily provide you with material samples. Décor examples are pictured. Differences in colour and surface structure are an expression of the 

natural qualities of the material.

Stone pebble EXPRESSIVE

N 1001 2-3 mm black

C 1010 2-3 mm oriental

A 1005 2-3 mm traffic yellow

Air vent

N 1002 2-3 mm graphite black

L 1011 2-3 mm white aluminium

floor

extrusion

stone carpet + vertical primer

primer
stone carpet + binder material

wall

vertical primer

paint finish 
(optional, no colour difference)



J 1007 1-2 mm pure white Audi TT – presentation, Frankfurt a. M.




